The PD Plan - Kent ISD

Below is a list of upcoming professional learning courses that Kent ISD is planning to offer in the upcoming school year. If the course title is blue, click for more information and enrollment. If the course title is black, it may still be in the planning stages. Please check back often for updates to this list. If you have any questions about the courses listed below, please email pdhub@kentisd.org

**December 2019**

**19HE1213: Health Ambassadors Workshop (The truth about E-cigarettes and Opioid panel presentation) (12/13/2019)**  
Teen Vaping is in the news daily, and much of it is highly troubling with teen use skyrocketing. Learn from MDHHS Tobacco Tobacco Section consultants the facts and unknowns. Discover from a panel of experts the local opioid trends and services

**19SE1214A: CPI Initial Training (12/14/2019)**  
Develop an effective, successful crisis management model.

**19CUR1002: Foundational Skills to Support Reading for Understanding:Supporting Administrators and Coaches (12/17/2019)**  
Instructional routines and resources to strengthen foundation skill instruction. Also learn more about necessary “look fors” in KDG - 5th grade curricula, including access to videos demonstrating foundation skill instruction in action

**January 2020**

**20ET0109: REMC 8 - Day of Discovery (Provide educators with creative ways to motivate students) (1/9/2020)**  
This free, hands-on, minds-on workshop will provide participants with exciting and enriching professional development, focused on creative ways to maximize Discovery Education

**CONTRACT ONLY MIREGISTRY EVENT 32828: Baby it's Cold Outside (MiRegistry ID 32828) (1/11/2020)**  
Move & Learn to play outside!

**20EL0114: Life on the Edge 2020 Poverty Education (1/14/2020)**  
Poverty is often portrayed as a stand alone issue - but this simulation allows individuals to walk a month in the shoes of someone who is facing poverty and realize how complex and interconnected issues of poverty really are.

**20CR0114: STEM Connections - Autonomous Vehicles in the Classroom (1/14/2020)**  
Explore using Autonomous Vehicles as a resource for applying academic standards and making career connections.

**20HE0115: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (1/15/2020)**  
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

**20MTSS0115: Tier 1 Positive School Climate (1/15/2020 - 3/17/2020)**  
Teams from Lee HS, KEC Beltline, and Covenant House

**20DIV0116: Restorative Practices Training (4-Day Professional Development Training) (1/16/2020 - 3/5/2020)**  
Using Circles Effectively & Facilitating Restorative Conferences

**20HE0122: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (1/22/2020)**  
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

**20CR0122: STEM Connections - 3D Printing (1/22/2020)**  
Explore using 3D printing and design as a resource for applying academic standards and making career connections.

**20CUR0122: Essentials of Assessing, Preventing, and Overcoming Reading Difficulties (w/ Kilpatrick ) (1/22/2020)**  
Some approaches can yield very large reading gains...
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In-depth instruction for completing high-quality Functional Behavior Assessments and developing function-based Positive Behavior Support Plans

20CUR0123: Equipped for Reading Success (with David Kilpatrick, Ph.D.) (1/23/2020)
A Comprehensive, Step-by-Step Program for Developing Phonemic Awareness and Fluent Word Recognition

20CUR0128: Opening Up the Math Essentials via Opening Routines (1/28/2020)
In what ways might we utilize our knowledge around number talks, choral counting, problem strings and true/false equations to bring the new Early Mathematics Essentials to life?

20HE0129: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (1/29/2020)
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

20CUR0129: Discover Kagan (for Elementary Administrators) (1/29/2020)
Unleash the Power of Engagement!

20CUR0130: Discover Kagan (for Secondary Administrators) (1/30/2020)
Unleash the Power of Engagement!

19CUR1205: 3rd Grade Cereal City Assessment Revision, Earth (1/30/2020)
3rd Grade Teachers Work Groups using this resource, please return to revise the next round of assessments!

February 2020

Tier 1 School-Wide Reading Systems
For school teams from Choice Schools and W.C. Abney

Hands-on course providing teachers resources to use real industrial equipment as a part of their curriculum.

Join with colleagues for two days of training to develop your skills as a group facilitator.

20HR0205: Cultural Intelligence (CQ) (2/5/2020)
Cultural intelligence is the capability to function and relate effectively in culturally diverse situations (both domestic and international contexts).

20HE0205: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (2/5/2020)
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

3D Assessments are challenging to write. Bring a group of teachers to engage in alteration of parts of your current assessments, or start fresh!

19EC1206: McKinney Vento Homelessness Awareness (MiRegistry ID 32026) (2/7/2020)
Learn about homelessness in Michigan

20DIV0210: Trauma Informed Schools (2/10/2020)
An introduction to understanding how trauma impacts students and strategies to build resilient learners.

19SE1114: Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) University (2/10/2020)
Participants will learn their roles as TBI team members, the impact and consequences of TBI on the student, the referral process, TBI eligibility and review case studies.
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20HR0212: Unconscious Bias (Cultural Intelligence - CQ) (2/12/2020)
Explore key concepts and strategies for managing unconscious bias in yourself and others.

20DIV0213: Youth Mental Health First Aid (2/13/2020)
Youth Mental Health First Aid equips adults with knowledge & skills to help youth who may be experiencing a mental health challenge.

20HE0219: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (2/19/2020)
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

NGSX in Kent County

20HE0226: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (2/26/2020)
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

March 2020

School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

20CR0304: Teachers in Industry (3/4/2020)
An opportunity for educators to visit local employers & connect classroom content to real-world contexts.

20DIV0305: Youth Mental Health First Aid (3/5/2020)
Youth Mental Health First Aid equips adults with knowledge & skills to help youth who may be experiencing a mental health challenge.

Studies find that youth benefit from learning mindfulness in terms of improved cognitive outcomes, social-emotional skills, and well-being.

20ET0310: Student Startup Day (3/10/2020)
Build student entrepreneurship and collaboration skills alongside local business professionals.

20SE0314A: LEAP ~ Lead Empower Assist Parents (For families and providers of children with special needs) (3/14/2020)
A Workshop for Parents & Providers of Children with Special Needs.

20SE0314: LEAP Lead Empower Assist Parents Exhibitor Registration (3/14/2020)
Come LEAP with Us! Exhibitor Registration

20SE0316: Ethics and Pain Management (3/16/2020)
Participants will gain an appreciation of the history of the social work profession and more!

20CUR0317: Kent County High School Science Dinner and Dialogue (3/17/2020 - 4/28/2020)
Join Kent County High School Educators for two evenings of sharing of science materials and reviewing implementation plans.

20HE0318: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (3/18/2020)
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

20HR0318: Beyond Diversity (Foundation Seminar) (3/18/2020 - 3/19/2020)
Introduction to courageous conversation and a foundation for deinstitutionalizing racism and eliminating racial achievement disparities
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20CUR0320: Creating Clarity for Success (KLC/Special Ed) (3/20/2020)
Special Ed Directors and General Ed Directors will explore the data regarding reading achievement in their districts.

Developed to help prepare Michigan’s K-12 students to prepare for their future education and careers, this course will provide an introduction to what the MI Career Development Model is, how to use it, and how it applies to your school.

20HR0323: Cultural Intelligence (CQ) (3/23/2020)
Cultural intelligence is the capability to function and relate effectively in culturally diverse situations (both domestic and international contexts).

20HE0325: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (3/25/2020)
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

20HR0325: Unconscious Bias (Cultural Intelligence - CQ) (3/25/2020)
Explore key concepts and strategies for managing unconscious bias in yourself and others.

April 2020

Beyond Diversity: Kent ISD’s Community of Practice
No description available

20HE0415: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (4/15/2020)
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

This workshop is especially designed to support site administrators, teachers, and district staff,

Developed to help prepare Michigan's K-12 students to prepare for their future education and careers, this course will provide an introduction to what the MI Career Development Model is, how to use it, and how it applies to your school.

20HE0422: MERT CPR & FIRST AID TRAINING (COMBINED COURSE) (4/22/2020)
School MERT team members will be trained in AED use, CPR & First Aid. This is NOT intended for the general public.

20DIV0423: Trauma Informed Schools (4/23/2020)
An introduction to understanding how trauma impacts students and strategies to build resilient learners.

May 2020

20CR0506: Teachers in Industry (5/6/2020)
An opportunity for educators to visit local employers & connect classroom content to real-world contexts.

20SE0506: Understanding Human Trafficking (5/6/2020)
Helping to understand human trafficking and exploitation of young men and women in West Michigan

20SE0506B: Understanding Human Trafficking (5/6/2020)
Helping to understand human trafficking and exploitation of young men and women in West Michigan

20DIV0520: Trauma Informed Schools (5/20/2020)
An introduction to understanding how trauma impacts students and strategies to build resilient learners.

June 2020
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Talk to over 400 families at Play, Learn, Explore!

**20CUR0615: Kagan Structures for Cooperative Learning and Active Engagement (For Grades K-12) (6/15/2020 - 6/19/2020)**
It's all about engagement!

**20DIV0616B: Restorative Practices Training of Trainers (TOT) (6/16/2020 - 6/18/2020)**
Become a Licensed IIRP Restorative Practice Trainer

**20DIV0616A: Restorative Practices Training of Trainers (TOT) (6/16/2020 - 6/18/2020)**
Become a Licensed IIRP Restorative Practice Trainer

**20DIV0617: Youth Mental Health First Aid (6/17/2020)**
Youth Mental Health First Aid equips adults with knowledge & skills to help youth who may be experiencing a mental health challenge.

Belonging, Equity & inclusion

**July 2020**

**20CUR0728: CHAMPS: PBIS in the Classroom (for Grades K-12) (7/28/2020 - 7/30/2020)**
Classroom management easily implemented within an MTSS framework and aligned with schoolwide PBIS.

**October 2020**

**Ignite Engagement (10/6/2020)**
Explore the conditions where student-driven engagement flourishes.